Which type of internet connectivity is best for your business?

When to choose dedicated vs. shared internet service

Things to consider when buying internet...

- How many employees will use it?
- Do employees need access to critical business applications?
- Is network congestion during "peak times" a concern?

Dedicated internet provides dependable, unshared internet access. Choose AT&T Dedicated Internet if you need:

- Fastest speeds – from 500Gbps to 1Tbps
- Built-in proactive monitoring
- 100% uptime guaranteed – or we’ll credit your account
- Cyber threat analysis, at no charge

Best fit for...

- Enterprise connectivity (HQ, data centers, hub locations, etc.)
- Locations using mission critical applications
- Growing locations (More employees and heavier bandwidth usage)

Learn more: att.com/dedicatedInternet

Shared Internet gives you ultra-fast, reliable, and cost-effective internet. AT&T Business Fiber* offers:

- Up to 5-Gig speeds
- No data caps or equipment fees
- Over 99% proven reliability
- No annual contract

Best fit for...

- Smaller locations with less employees
- Budget-friendly access to the web
- Single-site franchises that would each receive its own bill

Learn more: att.com/business-fiber

1 Speed claims are actual guaranteed speeds of 500Gbps to 1Tbps. Fastest based on comparable dedicated internet services with a minimum of 10Gbps. Actual speeds to individual devices will vary. Speeds are not guaranteed. For more info go to www.att.com/sped101.
2 Limited availability in select areas for 5-Gig speeds.
3 Based on network availability.

Why AT&T Business?

See how ultra-fast, reliable fiber and 5G connectivity protected by built-in security give you a new level of confidence in the possibilities of your network. Let our experts work with you to solve your challenges and accelerate outcomes. Your business deserves the AT&T Business difference—a new standard for networking.

Visit att.com/business-internet to learn more and make the right choice!